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Sleep is universal, tightly regulated, and its loss impairs cognition. But why does the brain need
to disconnect from the environment for hours every day? The synaptic homeostasis hypothesis
(SHY) proposes that sleep is the price the brain pays for plasticity. During a waking episode, learning
statistical regularities about the current environment requires strengthening connections throughout
the brain. This increases cellular needs for energy and supplies, decreases signal-to-noise ratios, and sat-
urates learning. During sleep, spontaneous activity renormalizes net synaptic strength and restores
cellular homeostasis. Activity-dependent down-selection of synapses can also explain the benefits of
sleep on memory acquisition, consolidation, and integration. This happens through the offline, com-
prehensive sampling of statistical regularities incorporated in neuronal circuits over a lifetime. This
Perspective considers the rationale and evidence for SHY and points to open issues related to sleep
and plasticity.Why we need to sleep seems clear: without sleep, we become
tired, irritable, and our brain functions less well. After a good
night of sleep, brain and body feel refreshed and we are
restored to normal function. However, what exactly is being
restored by sleep has proven harder to explain. Sleep
occupies a large fraction of the day, it occurs from early
development to old age, and it is present in all species
carefully studied so far, from fruit flies to humans. Its hallmark
is a reversible disconnection from the environment, usually
accompanied by immobility. The risks inherent in forgoing
vigilance, and the opportunity costs of not engaging in more
productive behaviors, suggest that allowing the brain to go
periodically ‘‘offline’’ must serve some important function.
Here we review a proposal concerning what this function
might be—the synaptic homeostasis hypothesis or SHY
(Tononi and Cirelli, 2003, 2006). SHY proposes that the
fundamental function of sleep is the restoration of synaptic
homeostasis, which is challenged by synaptic strengthening
triggered by learning during wake and by synaptogenesis
during development (Figure 1). In other words, sleep is ‘‘the
price we pay for plasticity.’’ Increased synaptic strength has
various costs at the cellular and systems level including higher
energy consumption, greater demand for the delivery of
cellular supplies to synapses leading to cellular stress, and
associated changes in support cells such as glia. Increased
synaptic strength also reduces the selectivity of neuronal re-
sponses and saturates the ability to learn. By renormalizing
synaptic strength, sleep reduces the burden of plasticity on
neurons and other cells while restoring neuronal selectivity
and the ability to learn, and in doing so enhances signal-to-
noise ratios (S/Ns), leading to the consolidation and integration
of memories.12 Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.Synaptic Homeostasis and Sleep Function
Neurobiological and Informational Constraints
SHY was initially motivated by considering neurobiological
and informational constraints faced by neurons in the wake
state, as outlined in the following section.
Neurons Should Fire Sparsely and Selectively. Energetically, a
neuron is faced with a major constraint: firing is more expensive
than not firing and firing strongly (bursting) is especially expen-
sive (Attwell and Gibb, 2005). Informationally, a neuron is a tight
bottleneck: it can receive a very large number of different input
patterns over thousands of synapses, but through its single
axon it produces only a few different outputs. Simplifying a
bit, a neuron’s dilemma is ‘‘to fire or not to fire’’ or ‘‘to burst or
not to burst.’’ Together, these energetic and informational con-
straints force neurons to fire sparsely and selectively: bursting
only in response to a small subset of inputs while remaining silent
or only firing sporadic spikes in response to a majority of other
inputs (Balduzzi and Tononi, 2013). In line with this requirement
and with theoretical predictions (Barlow, 1985), firing rates are
very low under natural conditions (Haider et al., 2013) and re-
sponses to stimuli are sparse, especially in the cerebral cortex
(Barth and Poulet, 2012).
Neurons Should Detect and Communicate Suspicious Coinci-
dences. Since a neuron must fire sparsely, it should choose well
when to do so. A classic idea is that a neuron should fire for ‘‘sus-
picious coincidences’’—when inputs occur together more
frequently than would be expected by chance (Barlow, 1985).
Suspicious coincidences suggest regularities in the input and
ultimately in the environment, such as the presence and persis-
tence in time of objects, which a neuron should learn to predict.
Importantly, due to sparse firing, excess coincidences of firing
are easier to detect than coincidences of silence (Hashmi
Figure 1. The Synaptic Homeostasis
Hypothesis
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puts to best detect suspicious coincidences of firing. Moreover,
it should communicate their detection by firing in response,
assuming that other neurons will also pay attention to firing. A
good strategy to reliably communicate to other neurons would
therefore be to fire most (burst) for the most suspicious coinci-
dences, less so for less suspicious ones, and not at all for all
other inputs. Finally, in order to fire when it detects suspicious
coincidences, a neuron should make sure that the synapses car-
rying them are strong.
Neurons Should Strengthen Synapses inWake,When Interact-
ing with the Environment. A neuron cannot allocate high synaptic
strength to input lines carrying suspicious coincidences once
and for all: neurons must remain plastic and appropriately in-
crease synaptic strength to become selective for novel suspi-
cious coincidences and ensure that they can percolate through
the brain. Clearly, this should happen in wake, and especially
when organsims explore their environment and interact with it,
encounter novel situations, and pay attention to salient events.
There are a variety of plasticity mechanisms that can promote
some form of synaptic potentiation during wake and that are
known to occur during exploration (Clem and Barth, 2006), asso-
ciation learning (Gruart et al., 2006), contextual memory forma-
tion (Hu et al., 2007), fear conditioning (Matsuo et al., 2008;
Rumpel et al., 2005), visual perceptual learning (Sale et al.,
2011), cue-reward learning (Tye et al., 2008), and avoidance
learning (Whitlock et al., 2006). While there are also forms of
learning ‘‘by depression,’’ including reversal learning in the hip-
pocampus (e.g., Dong et al., 2013), some aspects of fear extinc-Neurontion in the amygdala (reviewed in Quirk
et al., 2010), and familiarity recognition
in perirhinal cortex (e.g., Cho et al.,
2000), enduring synaptic depression is
associated more with forgetting what
was previously known than with acquiring
new knowledge (Collingridge et al., 2010).
While potentiating synapses in wake
when the organism is interacting with
the environment is essential, doing so in
sleep, when neural activity is discon-
nected from the environment and the
brain is exposed to its own ‘‘fantasies,’’
may instead be maladaptive. For
example, more than half of nocturnal
awakenings reveal the occurrence of
imaginary scenes or full-fledged dreams,
so it could be dangerous if they gave
rise to new declarative memories (Nir
and Tononi, 2010). Similarly, nondeclara-
tive skills are acquired and refined with
environmental feedback in wake, but if
new learning occurred during sleep
without such feedback, these skills couldeasily become corrupted. Indeed, the strengthening of fantasies
is a known problem in neural networks that learn based on a
wake-sleep algorithm in which feedforward (‘‘recognition’’) con-
nections that match feedback (‘‘generative’’) connections are
potentiated in the sleep phase (Hinton et al., 1995).
Neurons Should Renormalize Synapses in Sleep, When They
Can Sample Memories Comprehensively. While neurons should
learn primarily by potentiating synapses in wake, synaptic
strength is a costly resource. One set of reasons is cell biological:
stronger synapses consume more energy, require extra
supplies, and lead to cellular stress (see below). Another reason
is informational and can be termed the plasticity-selectivity
dilemma: when a neuron strengthens additional input lines, a
broader distribution of its input patterns can make it burst,
reducing its ability to capture suspicious coincidences because
it will also begin to fire for chance, spurious coincidences
(Balduzzi and Tononi, 2013; Hashmi et al., 2013). Clearly, as
recognized in many models of learning, neurons must eventually
renormalize total synaptic strength in order to restore cellular
functions as well as selectivity. SHY proposes that renormaliza-
tion through synaptic depression should happen during sleep.
This is because, when the brain goes offline in sleep, the contin-
uously changing patterns of spontaneous activity allows neurons
to obtain a ‘‘comprehensive’’ sampling of the brain’s overall
knowledge of the environment (Figure 2, bottom)—one acquired
over evolution, development, and a lifetime of learning (Tononi
et al., 1996). During a period of wake, instead, an organism is
faced with the ‘‘current’’ sampling of the environment that is
necessarily limited and biased. For example, consider spending81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 13
Figure 2. SHY, Wake/Sleep Cycles, and the
Plasticity-Stability Dilemma
Top: during wake the brain interacts with the
environment (grand loop) and samples a limited
number of inputs dictated by current events
(current sampling, here represented by a new ac-
quaintance). High levels of neuromodulators, such
as noradrenaline released by the locus coeruleus
(LC), ensure that suspicious coincidences related
to the current sampling percolate through the brain
and lead to synaptic potentiation. Bottom: during
sleep, when the brain is disconnected from the
environment on both the sensory and motor sides,
spontaneous activity permits a comprehensive
sampling of the brain’s knowledge of the environ-
ment, including old memories about people,
places, etc. Low levels of neuromodulators, com-
bined with the synchronous, ON and OFF firing
pattern of many neurons during NREM sleep
events such as slow waves, spindles, and sharp-
wave ripples, are conducive to synaptic down-
selection: synapses belonging to the fittest
circuits, those that were strengthened repeatedly
during wake and/or are better integrated with older
memories, are protected and survive. By contrast,
synapses belonging to circuits that were only
rarely activated during wake and/or fit less well
with old memories, are progressively depressed
and eventually eliminated over many wake/sleep
cycles. The green lines in the sleeping brain (right),
taken from Murphy et al. (2009), illustrate the
propagation of slow waves during NREM sleep, as
established using high-density EEG and source
modeling.
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neurons in various brain areas will have learned to recognize
the person’s face, voice, posture, clothes, and many other
aspects by strengthening incoming synapses. But it would not
be a good idea if, to renormalize total synaptic strength, synap-
ses underutilized during that particular waking day were to be
weakened and possibly eliminated—otherwise one would
remember the new acquaintance and forget old friends, a prob-
lem known as the plasticity-stability dilemma (Abraham and
Robins, 2005; Grossberg, 1987).
In summary, SHY claims that neurons should achieve some
basic goals with respect to plasticity. (1) New learning should
happen primarily by synaptic potentiation. In this way, firing
that signals suspicious coincidences can percolate throughout
the brain. (2) Synaptic potentiation should occur primarily in
wake, when the organism interacts with its environment, not in
sleep when it is disconnected. In this way, what the organism
learns is controlled by reality and not by fantasy. (3) Renormali-
zation of synaptic strength should happen primarily during sleep,
when the brain is spontaneously active offline, not in wake when
a neuron’s inputs are biased by a particular situation. In this way,
neurons can sample comprehensively the brain’s overall statisti-
cal knowledge of its environment.
Heuristic Rules for Neuronal Plasticity in Wake and
Sleep
Learning by Potentiation in Wake. The actual plasticity mecha-
nisms employed by specific neuronal populations are bound to
be complex, variable, and adaptable to local conditions and
firing patterns (Feldman, 2009). However, learning and commu-
nicating downstream important events that occur during wake14 Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.can in principle be achieved using a few heuristic rules (Nere
et al., 2012). First, a neuron should pay attention to inputs that
fire strongly, because they could signal the detection of suspi-
cious coincidences by upstream neurons. Furthermore, a strong
input that persists over time could signal the presence of some-
thing (like an object) that remains present longer than expected
by chance. Positive correlations between pre- and postsynaptic
spikes, whether over pairs of spikes (spike-timing-dependent
plasticity [STDP]) or as an average, signal that the neuron must
have detected enough suspicious coincidences, by integrating
over its dendritic tree, to make it fire strongly within a restricted
time frame (tens to hundreds of milliseconds), so they should
be rewarded by increasing synaptic strength. Suspicious coinci-
dences in input firing that occur over a restricted dendritic
domain may be especially important (Legenstein and Maass,
2011; Winnubst and Lohmann, 2012), particularly if they involve
both feedforward and feedback inputs. Such coincidences
suggest the closure of a loop between input and output in which
the neuron may have played a causal role (Hashmi et al., 2013).
They also suggest that the feedforward suspicious coincidences
the neuron has captured, presumably originating in the environ-
ment, can be matched internally, within the same dendritic
domain, by feedback coincidences generated higher up in the
brain, indicating that bottom-up data fit at least in part with
top-down expectations. This is a sign that the brain can model
internally what it captures externally and vice versa—a good
recipe for increasing the matching between its causal structure
and that of the environment (Hinton et al., 1995; Tononi, 2012).
Finally, in this scheme, a neuron should enable the strengthening
of connections only when it is awake and engaged in situations
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dulatory systems that gate plasticity and are active during
wake, especially during salient, unexpected, or rewarding cir-
cumstances.
Renormalization by Down-Selection in Sleep. Various synaptic
rules enforcing activity-dependent depression during sleep are
compatible with the renormalization process predicted by
SHY. In all cases, the end result is a competitive ‘‘down-selec-
tion’’ whereby after sleep, some synapses become less effective
than others. Computer implementations of down-selection
include: a downscaling rule where all synapses decrease in
strength proportionally, but those that end up below a minimal
threshold become virtually ineffective (Hill et al., 2008); a modi-
fied STDP rule by which stronger synapses are depressed less
than weaker ones (Olcese et al., 2010); and a ‘‘protection from
depression’’ rule (Hashmi et al., 2013; Nere et al., 2013). In this
last implementation of down-selection, when a neuron detects
many suspicious coincidences during sleep (thus fires strongly),
rather than potentiating the associated synapses as in the awake
state, it protects them from depression (Figure 2). This compet-
itive down-selection mechanism has the advantage that synap-
ses activated strongly and consistently during sleep survive
mostly unchanged and may actually consolidate, in the classic
sense of becoming more resistant to interference and decay.
By contrast, synapses that are comparatively less activated
are depressed, resulting in the consolidated synapses being
stronger in relative terms. Thus, down-selection ensures the
survival of those circuits that are ‘‘fittest,’’ because they were
strengthened repeatedly during wake or better integrated with
older memories, whereas synapses that were only occasionally
strengthened during wake, or fit less well with old memories,
are depressed and eventually eliminated. The simulations also
show that down-selection during sleep increases S/N and
promotes memory consolidation, gist extraction, and the inte-
gration of new memories with established knowledge, while
ensuring that no new memories are formed in the absence of
reality checks (Nere et al., 2013). Finally, it should be noted
that in the special case of a neuron that received all its inputs
from the same source (or from strongly correlated sources),
down-selection would be ineffective because it could not
enforce any competition among synapses. Neurons ‘‘taken
over’’ by a particular source might be relevant for memories
that are extremely stable, such as traumatic ones.
A few cellular mechanisms could explain why during sleep
strongly activated synapses could depress less or not at all.
For instance, high calcium levels can partially or totally block
calcineurin, a phosphatase that promotes synaptic depression
and whose expression is upregulated in sleep (Cirelli et al.,
2004). Another potential mechanism involves the endogenous
inhibitor of CamKII (CamKIIN), which decreases synaptic
strength by directly impairing the binding of CaMKII to the
NMDA receptor (Sanhueza and Lisman, 2013). The alpha isoform
of CaMKIIN is upregulated during sleep (Cirelli et al., 2004), and
its inhibitory function is reduced by high calcium levels (Gouet
et al., 2012). Alternatively Arc/Arg3.1, an activity-induced imme-
diate-early gene that enters spines and mediates receptor inter-
nalization (Bramham et al., 2010; Okuno et al., 2012), may be
excluded from the spines that need to be protected, while synap-ses that are activated in isolation are not protected and depress
progressively in the course of sleep. In sleep, the switch to a
mode of plasticity where synaptic potentiation is prevented
and synapses can at most be protected or depressed in an
activity-dependent manner may be signaled globally by a drop
in the level of neuromodulators, such as noradrenaline, hista-
mine, and serotonin, that are high in wake and low in sleep.
Indeed, the radically altered balance of neuromodulators and
trophins such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) dur-
ing sleep can reverse the sign of plastic changes compared to
wake, blocking potentiation and promoting depression (Aicardi
et al., 2004; Harley, 1991; Seol et al., 2007).
The schematic scenario described above is indicative of the
general principles that would allow neurons to learn suspicious
coincidences during wake and renormalize synaptic strength
during sleep. Nevertheless, given the variety and complexity of
plasticity mechanisms, the specific synaptic rules followed
by neurons in order to learn during wake and to renormalize
synapses during sleep are likely to differ in different species,
brain structures, neuronal types, and developmental times
(Tononi and Cirelli, 2012). For instance, it is unclear whether
inhibitory connections also need to be renormalized after
wake. It is also unknown whether invertebrates, such as the fruit
fly, or ancient brain structures, such as the brainstem, use the
same mechanisms of renormalization as the vertebrate cortex
or may not even require activity and oscillations in membrane
potentials. Moreover, while SHY unambiguously predicts that
wake should result in a net increase in synaptic strength and
sleep in a net decrease, it does not rule out that some synaptic
depression may also occur in wake and some potentiation in
sleep.
Sleep and Synaptic Homeostasis: The Evidence
In view of themultiplicity ofmechanisms of synaptic potentiation,
depression, metaplasticity, homeostatic plasticity, and intrinsic
plasticity, it is natural to assume that neurons have many ways
to keep overall synaptic strength balanced (Kubota et al.,
2009). However, for the reasons outlined above, SHY claims
that such a balance is best achieved through an alternation of
net synaptic potentiation in wake and net depression in sleep.
Over the past few years, the core claim of SHY has been in-
vestigated using molecular, electrophysiological, and structural
approaches (Figure 3) that will be discussed in the following
section.
Molecular Evidence. The trafficking of GluA1-containing
AMPA receptors (AMPARs) in and out of the synaptic membrane
is considered a primary mechanism for the occurrence of
synaptic potentiation and depression, respectively (Kessels
and Malinow, 2009). GluA1-containing AMPARs are permeable
to calcium and their expression shows a supralinear relationship
with the area of the postsynaptic density (Shinohara and Hirase,
2009), making them especially powerful in affecting synaptic
strength. Levels of GluA1-containing AMPARs are 30%–40%
higher after wakefulness than after sleep in rats (Vyazovskiy
et al., 2008) and phosphorylation changes of AMPARs, and
of the enzymes CamKII and GSK3b, are also consistent with
net synaptic potentiation during wake and depression during
sleep (Vyazovskiy et al., 2008) (Figure 3A). Similar sleep/wake
changes in AMPAR expression have been found in other studies,Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 15
Figure 3. Evidence Supporting SHY
(A) Experiments in rats andmice show that the number and
phosphorylation levels of GluA1-AMPARs increase after
wake (data from rats are from Vyazovskiy et al., 2008).
(B, B0, and B00) Electrophysiological analysis of cortical
evoked responses using electrical stimulation (in rats, from
Vyazovskiy et al., 2008) and TMS (in humans, from Huber
et al., 2013) shows increased slope after wake and
decreased slope after sleep. In (B), W0 and W1 indicate
onset and end of 4 hr of wake; S0 and S1 indicate onset
and end of 4 hr of sleep, including at least 2 hr of NREM
sleep. In (B0 ), pink and blue bars indicate a night of sleep
deprivation and a night of recovery sleep, respectively. (B00)
In vitro analysis of mEPSCs in rats and mice shows
increased frequency and amplitude of mEPSCs after wake
and sleep deprivation (SD) relative to sleep (control). Data
from rats are from Liu et al. (2010).
(C and C0) In flies, the number of spines and dendritic
branches in the visual neuron VS1 increase after enriched
wake (ew) and decrease only if flies are allowed to sleep
(from Bushey et al., 2011). (C0) Structural studies in
adolescent mice show a net increase in cortical spine
density after wake and sleep deprivation (SD) and a net
decrease after sleep (from Maret et al., 2011).
16 Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
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wake (Qin et al., 2005) and their removal during sleep (Lante´
et al., 2011), as well as increases and decreases in a molecular
hallmark of synaptic depression, dephosphorylation of GluA1-
containing AMPARs at Ser845 (Kessels and Malinow, 2009),
with time spent in sleep and wake respectively (Hinard et al.,
2012).
Electrophysiological Evidence. The slope of the early (mono-
synaptic) response evoked by electrical stimulation delivered
in vivo is a classical measure of synaptic strength. In rat frontal
cortex, the first negative component of the response evoked
by transcallosal stimulation increases with time spent awake
and decreases with time spent asleep, and the sleep-related
decline correlates with the extent of the decline in slow-wave
activity (Vyazovskiy et al., 2008) (Figure 3B). The slope of the
response evoked in the rat hippocampal CA3 region by electrical
stimulation of the fimbria also declines in the sleep period
following a wake episode (Lubenov and Siapas, 2008). Similarly,
in humans, the slope of the early response evoked in frontal
cortex by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) increases
progressively in the course of 18 hr of continuous wake and
returns to baseline levels after one night of recovery sleep (Huber
et al., 2013) (Figure 3B0). These changes in the slope of evoked
responses occurred after several hours of sleep or wake with
the subjects fully awake when postsleep responses were re-
corded. By contrast, a recent study in head-restrained cats
saw an increase in the cortical response evoked by medial
lemniscus stimulation after sleep (Chauvette et al., 2012).
Notably, the effect was observed after as little as 10 min of sleep
and saturated after two short sleep episodes. While species-
specific differences may exist, electroencephalogram (EEG)
and intracellular recordings in the report suggest that the mem-
brane potential in the ‘‘awake’’ condition immediately postsleep
was hyperpolarized, implying that the enhanced responses were
most likely due to sleep inertia.
Other experiments measure amplitude and frequency of
miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) from slices
of frontal cortex (Figure 3B00). Changes in mEPSC frequency
reflect modifications of the presynaptic component of synaptic
transmission, while amplitude changes indicate alterations
in the postsynaptic component. In the cerebral cortex of mice
and rats, both parameters are lower after a few hours of sleep,
higher after a few hours of wake, and decline during recovery
sleep following sleep deprivation (Liu et al., 2010). This suggests
that synaptic efficacy varies between sleep and wake because
of changes at the postsynaptic level, as already indicated
by changes in AMPAR expression (Vyazovskiy et al., 2008),
as well as at the presynaptic level. Consistent with these
findings, the mean firing rates of cortical neurons increase
after prolonged wake (Vyazovskiy et al., 2009), and levels of
glutamate in the rat cortical extrasynaptic space rise progres-
sively during wake and decrease during NREM sleep (Dash
et al., 2009). A study that tested excitatory synapses on hypo-
cretin/orexin neurons of the hypothalamus also found an
increase in both frequency and amplitude of mEPSCs after sleep
deprivation (Rao et al., 2007), suggesting that changes in syn-
aptic efficacy due to sleep/wakemay not be restricted to cortical
areas.Structural Evidence. Structural correlates of synaptic strength
also support SHY. In Drosophila, protein levels of pre- and post-
synaptic components are high after wake and decline in the
course of sleep (Gilestro et al., 2009). Moreover, the number or
size of synapses in four different neural circuits increases after
a few hours of wake and decreases only if flies are allowed to
sleep (Bushey et al., 2011; Donlea et al., 2009, 2011). For
instance, in the first giant tangential neuron in the visual system,
the number of dendritic spines increases after 12 hr of wake
spent in an enriched environment and returns to pre-enrichment
levels only if the flies are allowed to sleep (Bushey et al., 2011)
(Figure 3C). In mammals, structural synaptic changes due to
sleep and wake have been studied by repeated two-photon
microscopy in transgenic YFP-H mice. With only a few apical
dendrites of layer V pyramidal neurons expressing yellow
fluorescent protein, spines were counted twice within 12–
16 hr, after a period spent mostly asleep or mostly awake (Maret
et al., 2011) (Figure 3C0). In adolescent 1-month-old mice, spines
form and disappear at all times, but spine gain prevails during
wake, resulting in a net increase in spine density, while spine
loss is larger during sleep, resulting in a net spine decrease
(Maret et al., 2011). Another study using younger YFP-H mice
(3 weeks old) also found greater formation of spines and filopo-
dia (possible precursors of mature spines) during the dark
period, when mice are mostly awake, and more elimination of
these protrusions during the light period, when mice are mostly
asleep (Yang and Gan, 2012). These findings confirm that, in
youngmice, a few hours of sleep andwake can affect the density
of cortical synapses. By contrast, spine turnover is limited and is
not impacted by sleep and wake in adult mice (Maret et al.,
2011), suggesting that after adolescence synaptic homeostasis
may be mediated primarily by changes in synaptic strength
rather than number.
While the cellular, electrophysiological, and structural
evidence discussed above largely support SHY, it is important
to bear in mind the limitations of these markers. Changes in
evoked responses or firing rates may also be explained by fast
changes in neuronal excitability due to neuromodulators such
as norepinephrine, although synaptic strength and neuronal
excitability are usually coregulated in the same direction
(Cohen-Matsliah et al., 2010; Kim and Linden, 2007). Moreover,
in vitro changes inmEPSCsmay not reflect what happens in vivo,
structural changes of synapses do not always reflect changes in
efficacy, and changes in the number and/or phosphorylation
levels of AMPARs may not fully capture their functional status.
Thus, more refined approaches, such as Cre-dependent tagging
of activated circuits, will be needed to establish precisely which
synapses strengthen and weaken during and after a specific
learning task, and whether they mostly do so in wake and in
sleep, respectively. Finally, in most of the studies highlighted,
increases in synaptic strength after wake and their renormaliza-
tion after sleep occurred in the absence of specific training
paradigms, merely requiring that the experimental subjects
stay awake. Regardless, it should be kept in mind that, even
without any explicit instruction to learn, at the end of a typical
waking day, we can recollect an extraordinary amount of events,
facts, and scenes, including many irrelevant details (Brady et al.,
2008; Standing, 1973).Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 17
Figure 4. SHY and Slow-Wave Activity
(A) Slow-wave activity (SWA), a quantitative measure of the number and amplitude of slow waves (left), is high in NREM sleep and low in REM sleep and wake
(middle). SWA increases with time spent awake and decreases during sleep, thus reflecting sleep pressure (right).
(B) In rats kept awake for 6 hr by exposure to novel objects, longer times spent exploring result in greater cortical induction of BDNF during wake, as well as in
larger subsequent increases in SWA at sleep onset (from Huber et al., 2007b).
(legend continued on next page)
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In mammals and birds, a reliable marker of sleep need is the
amount of slow-wave activity (SWA, 0.5–4.5 Hz) in the EEG of
NREM sleep. As shown by many experimental and modeling
studies, SWA is highest at sleep onset, decreases with the
time spent asleep, increases further if one stays awake longer,
and is reduced by naps (Figure 4A). SWA occurs when, due to
changes in neuromodulation in NREM sleep, cortical neurons
become bistable and undergo a slow oscillation (<1 Hz) in
membrane potential (Steriade et al., 2001). This consists of a de-
polarized up state, when neurons show sustained firing, and a
hyperpolarized down state, characterized by neuronal silence,
which corresponds to the negative downstroke of EEG slow
waves. Computer simulations show that, for a given level of neu-
romodulatory and inhibitory tone, the amplitude and slope of
EEG slow waves are related to the number of neurons that enter
an up state or a down state near synchronously. In turn,
synchrony is directly related to the number, strength, and distri-
bution of synaptic connections among them (Esser et al., 2007;
Olcese et al., 2010).
SWA as an Index of Synaptic Homeostasis. An important
corollary of SHY is that, to the extent that SWA reflect the
homeostatic regulation of sleep need, it should reflect changes
in synaptic strength. Work in humans and rodents is consistent
with these predictions. For example, the increase in the slope
of cortical evoked field potentials (an electrophysiological sign
of increased synaptic strength) after a period of wakefulness
correlates with SWA values at the onset of the following sleep
period (Vyazovskiy et al., 2008). Furthermore, rats exposed to
an enriched environment experience a diffuse induction of
BDNF (a marker of synaptic potentiation) and show a wide-
spread increase in SWA during subsequent sleep, which is posi-
tively correlated with the amount of the time spent exploring and
with the cortical induction of BDNF (Huber et al., 2007b)
(Figure 4B). By contrast, the increase in sleep SWA after wake
is dampened following noradrenergic lesions, which reduce
levels of BDNF, Arc, and other markers of plasticity (Cirelli
et al., 1996; Cirelli and Tononi, 2000) (Figure 4C).
The link between plasticity, SWA, and sleep is also seen
locally. In rats, SWA increases locally both after learning a
task involving motor cortex (Hanlon et al., 2009) and after
locally infusing BDNF to induce synaptic potentiation (Faraguna
et al., 2008). In humans, learning tasks that involve particular
regions of cortex, i.e., right parietal cortex (Perfetti et al.,
2011), leads to a local increase in sleep SWA and correlates(C) After bilateral lesions of the LC, expression of plasticity-related genes during w
(from Cirelli et al., 1996; Cirelli and Tononi, 2000).
(D) During wake, subjects learn to adapt to systematic rotations imposed on the
et al., 2000); during subsequent NREMsleep, SWA in the same areas shows a loca
Huber et al., 2004).
(E) After a subject’s arm is immobilized during the day, motor performance in a
evoked by stimulation of the median nerve (SEP) decreases in contralateral se
decrease in SWA (from Huber et al., 2006).
(F) Control loop for the homeostatic regulation of connection strength and firing ra
(Olcese et al., 2010). Here connection strength (s) affects firing rates and synchron
(P) lead to a depression of synaptic strength (ds/dt) that is proportional to f. The re
value of firing rates and synchrony (f). As an example, strong average connection
depress synapses, to bring the system back to baseline values of connection stre
able to induce significant plastic changes and the system will reach a self-limitinwith postsleep performance improvement (Figure 4D; (Huber
et al., 2004; see also Kattler et al., 1994; Landsness et al.,
2009). Similarly, visual perceptual learning, which depends on
a restricted population of orientation-selective neurons in lateral
occipital cortex, increases the number of slow waves initiated in
these areas (Mascetti et al., 2013b). High-frequency TMS over
motor cortex also leads to a local increase in the amplitude of
EEG responses, indicative of potentiation of premotor circuits.
The magnitude of this potentiation in wake predicts the local in-
crease in SWA during the subsequent sleep episode (Huber
et al., 2007a). By contrast, arm immobilization leads to motor
performance deterioration with a decrease in somatosensory
and motor-evoked responses over contralateral sensorimotor
cortex (indicative of local synaptic depression) and a decrease
in sleep SWA over the same cortical area (Huber et al., 2006)
(Figure 4E). Sustained increases or decreases of cortical excit-
ability induced by a paired associative stimulation protocol also
result in local SWA increases and decreases, respectively
(Huber et al., 2008), although some studies employing slightly
different protocols failed to detect local changes in SWA (for
details, see Hanlon et al., 2011). Overall, these results support
the idea that sleep may be regulated locally (Krueger and To-
noni, 2011).
SWA as a Contributor to Synaptic Homeostasis. SHY also
suggests that SWA may not simply reflect changes in synaptic
strength but that the underlying slow oscillations may contribute
directly to synaptic renormalization. One scenario is that burst
firing, which is common in slow-wave sleep during transitions
between intracellular up and down states, may lead to a long-
lasting depression of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (Czar-
necki et al., 2007), mainly via postsynaptic mechanisms. Indeed,
repetitive burst firing without synaptic stimulation, or paired with
synaptic stimulation in a way that mimics in vivo conditions,
leads to long-term depression and removal of AMPARs via
serine/threonine phosphatases and protein kinase C signaling
(Lante´ et al., 2011). Another possible mode for SWA to enforce
synaptic renormalization is by decoupling through synchrony
(Lubenov and Siapas, 2008). In recurrent networks with con-
duction delays, synchronous bursts of activity typical of slow-
wave sleep would lead to net synaptic depression through
STDP mechanisms. For example, if neurons A and B fire sim-
ultaneously and neuron A projects to neuron B, then, due to
conduction delays, the presynaptic spike will arrive after the
postsynaptic spike has occurred, leading to synaptic depres-
sion.ake is low; during subsequent sleep, SWA is lower than in nonlesioned controls
perceived cursor trajectory, a task that activates right parietal areas (Ghilardi
l increase, which correlates with postsleep improvements in performance (from
reaching task deteriorates, and the P45 cortical component of the response
nsorimotor cortex. In sleep postimmobilization, the same area shows a local
te/synchrony, based on the results of computer simulations of slow-wave sleep
y (f) via activity mechanisms (A). During slow-wave sleep, plasticity mechanisms
sulting integrated value of connection strength (!), in turn, determines the new
strength will lead to high firing rates and synchrony that, in turn, will strongly
ngth. Conversely, when connections are renormalized, activity levels will not be
g equilibrium point.
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increase SWA and SWA contributes to the decrease of synaptic
strength during sleep, the conditions are in place for implement-
ing a control loop in which synaptic strength is the regulated
variable (Olcese et al., 2010). In this loop (Figure 4F), synapses
are potentiated due to learning in wake, leading to higher
neuronal firing rates and synchrony and thus to high SWA
when entering the sleep mode. On the other hand, strong,
synchronous firing during NREM sleep leads to synaptic depres-
sion. In turn, the progressive weakening of synapses reduces
firing rates and synchrony, slowing the process of activity-
dependent renormalization. Finally, the network reaches an
equilibrium point where synaptic strength is sufficiently low
that firing rates and synchrony are too low to further weaken
connections. Altogether, this control loop ensures that the
decline in synaptic strength and SWA during sleep is exponential
and self-limiting (Olcese et al., 2010), in agreement with experi-
mental data in mammals and birds. Consistent with the exis-
tence of a control loop, the suppression of SWA during the first
3 hr of sleep prevents the homeostatic decline of SWA (Dijk
et al., 1987), suggesting that SWA is both a sensor and an
effector in a homeostatic process occurring during sleep.
SWA and the Specificity of Cortical Connections. In addition to
the total amount of synaptic strength, the specificity of connec-
tions is another factor that may influence neuronal synchroniza-
tion and SWA. Computer simulations show that, for the same
total number and strength of synapses, synchronization is higher
if the connectivity among cortical neurons is homogenous or
random (all neurons tend to receive similar inputs) and lower if
the connectivity reflects functional specialization (different
groups of neurons receive different inputs) (Tononi et al., 1994,
1998). As mentioned earlier, learning in wake can reduce selec-
tivity of firing as neurons start responding to a broader distribu-
tion of inputs (Balduzzi and Tononi, 2013), which in turn leads to a
reduction of specificity, with more neurons firing in response to
the same inputs. Thus, a reduction of selectivity and specificity
may also contribute to increased synchronization and increased
SWA after prolonged wake. By the same token, the restoration of
selectivity and specificity after sleep-dependent renormalization
should decrease SWA by lessening synchronization.
The relationship between connection specificity and neural
synchronization may be especially important during neural
development, including adolescence, when SWA shows a
remarkable decline (Campbell and Feinberg, 2009). In various
periods of development, after the overall anatomical wiring
patterns have been established, a process of synaptic refine-
ment, often activity dependent, leads to an increase in the spec-
ificity of connections not only through synaptic pruning but also
through synaptic redistribution (Sanes and Yamagata, 2009).
Moreover, synapses may be rearranged within distinct dendritic
domains of a single neuron, whereby synapses from correlated
sources become clustered together and those from uncorrelated
sources are eliminated from one dendritic domain and redirected
to another one (Sanes and Yamagata, 2009; Winnubst and
Lohmann, 2012). Characteristically, target cells are initially inner-
vated by several axons from multiple neurons, then lose many
inputs and become innervated more specifically by fewer sour-
ces (Ko et al., 2013). Electrophysiological evidence indicates20 Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.that after developmental refinement, if two cortical neurons are
connected by one synapse, they are more likely than average
to be connected by further synapses (Ko et al., 2013; Markram
et al., 1997). Thus, the decrease in SWA during adolescence
may reflect not only a decline in cortical synaptic density but
also an increase in the specificity of neuronal connections and,
by extension, cognitive maturation (Buchmann et al., 2011; de
Vivo et al., 2013).
While we highlight SWA in this Perspective, other mechanisms
of synaptic renormalization may also play a role in synaptic
homeostasis in sleep and should be kept in mind as well. For
example, sharp-wave ripples in slow-wave sleep or rest in CA1
hippocampal neurons could lead to a rescaling of synaptic
strength via antidromic spikes that requires L-type calcium
channel activation and functional gap junctions (Bukalo et al.,
2013). Other sleep events grouped by the onset of the ON period
of the slow oscillation, such as spindles and bursts of gamma
activity, may also be involved in the overall effects of NREM
sleep on plasticity (Rasch and Born, 2013). In general, the switch
from a mode of net synaptic potentiation to one of net synaptic
depression is likely mediated by the drop in the level of many
neuromodulators, such as acetylcholine, norepinephrine, sero-
tonin, histamine, and hypocretin during NREM sleep. Neuromo-
dulators can powerfully affect plasticity, including STDP polarity
(Pawlak et al., 2010). Specifically, changes in cholinergic and
noradrenergic modulation during sleep can shift the STDP curve
to favor depression (Isaac et al., 2009; Seol et al., 2007) and
could in turn promote synaptic renormalization in sleep.
Synaptic Homeostasis and the Cellular Benefits of Sleep
If sleep does in fact enforce the renormalization of synaptic
strength, what are the benefits? As mentioned earlier, if learning
during wake produces a net increase in synaptic strength, there
are consequences both at the cellular and at the systems level.
For an average neuron this means higher energy consumption,
larger synapses, greater need for the delivery of cellular supplies
to thousands of synapses, and cellular stress (Figure 1).
Energy. The human brain accounts for 2% of body mass but
uses up to 25% of the whole-body glucose consumption (Sokol-
off, 1960). The averagemetabolic cost per neuron is not only high
but also fixed, as suggested by the fact that the total glucose use
by the brain is a linear function of the number of its neurons
(Herculano-Houzel, 2011). Synaptic activity as a whole accounts
for most of the brain’s energy use (Attwell and Gibb, 2005) due to
the energetically expensive processes of synaptic signaling,
including the release of neurotransmitter vesicles and their
recycling, action potential initiation and propagation, spiking,
and restoration of Na+ and K+ gradients via the Na+/K+
ATPase pump. Thus, a net increase in synaptic strength neces-
sarily comes at the expense of an increase in energy consump-
tion even for the same level of neural activity.
Moreover, despite the various mechanisms that ensure a tight
balance between excitation and inhibition (Haider et al., 2006)
and regulate excitability through intrinsic conductances (van
Welie et al., 2004) and synaptic scaling (Turrigiano, 2012), synap-
tic potentiation can lead to increased probability of firing in the
hippocampus (Buzsa´ki et al., 2002). Moreover, sustained wake
leads to increased firing rates (Kostin et al., 2010; Vyazovskiy
et al., 2009), while during the course of sleep firing decreases
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et al., 2012). Thus, if synaptic strengths and firing rates were to
grow without check as a result of wake plasticity, they could
eventually become energetically too expensive. It is well estab-
lished that the brain’s energy consumption is ‘‘state dependent,’’
being higher in wake than in sleep, especially slow-wave sleep
(Kennedy et al., 1982; Madsen and Vorstrup, 1991). During this
stage, the second-by-second occurrence of hyperpolarized
down states is poised to reduce the energy consumption asso-
ciated with synaptic activity and make more energy available
for other cellular processes (Cirelli et al., 2004; Mackiewicz
et al., 2007; Mongrain et al., 2010; Vyazovskiy and Harris,
2013). However, few studies have assessed whether the brain’s
energy consumption is also ‘‘history dependent,’’ i.e., whether it
increases in the course of wake and/or decreases in the course
of sleep. The available evidence suggests that this may be the
case, but only when wake is forced beyond its physiological
duration (Braun et al., 1997; Buysse et al., 2004; Shannon
et al., 2013; Vyazovskiy et al., 2004).
Cellular Supplies. Synapses also require many cellular constit-
uents, frommitochondria to synaptic vesicles to various proteins
and lipids synthesized and often delivered over great lengths
(Kleim et al., 2003; McCann et al., 2008). These needs grow
acutely when synaptic strength increases. Indeed, one of the
genes most consistently upregulated in the brain during wake
is the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) chaperone BiP (Hspa5) (Cirelli,
2009). BiP assists in the folding of newly synthesized proteins,
including those produced after learning (Kuhl et al., 1992; Van-
denberghe et al., 2005). BiP also assists in the folding of mis-
folded proteins as part of the unfolded protein response (UPR),
a global ER stress response whose corrective actions aim at
preserving ER functions. For reasons that remain unclear, a
few hours of sleep deprivation are sufficient to trigger the UPR,
whose end result is an overall decrease in protein synthesis
(Naidoo et al., 2005). Thus, the induction of plastic changes
during wake increases the need for protein synthesis, but
when wake is extended beyond its physiological duration, pro-
tein synthesis becomes impaired. With the reduced consump-
tion of energy by synaptic transmission during hyperpolarized
down states, slow-wave sleep may represent an elective time
for brain cells to carry out many housekeeping functions,
including protein translation, the replenishment of calcium in
presynaptic stores, the replenishment of glutamate vesicles,
the recycling of membranes, the resting of mitochondria (Cirelli
et al., 2004; Mackiewicz et al., 2007; Mongrain et al., 2010; Vya-
zovskiy and Harris, 2013), and the clearance of the extracellular
space (Xie et al., 2013).
White Matter and Glia. Finally, imaging studies in humans
show that, as a result of learning, changes in gray and white
matter can occur within a few hours or days even in the adult
brain (Zatorre et al., 2012). Although the underlying cellular
mechanisms are poorly characterized, changes in synaptic
strength, synaptogenesis, and dendritic or axonal sprouting
are often accompanied by astrocytic growth, proliferation of
oligodendrocyte precursor cells, and possibly microvascular
modifications. Whether sleep plays a specific role in the glial
response to learning is unclear but should be explored in future
studies, as many brain transcripts upregulated during sleep areinvolved in the synthesis andmaintenance of membranes in gen-
eral and of myelin in particular, and the proliferation of oligoden-
drocyte precursor cells is facilitated by sleep (Bellesi et al., 2013).
Synaptic Homeostasis and theMemoryBenefits of Sleep
In this section, we consider how a process of activity-dependent
synaptic down-selection can also be beneficial for neuronal
communication and memory management (Figure 1), thus ac-
counting for many of the positive effects of sleep on memory.
We then contrast down-selection with ‘‘instructive’’ models of
memory consolidation, according to which sleep benefits mem-
ory by potentiating recent memory traces.
Memory and Synaptic Renormalization by Down-
Selection
As illustrated by different computer models, SHY provides a
parsimonious explanation for several of the positive conse-
quences of sleep on memory processes including acquisition,
consolidation, gist extraction, integration, and smart forgetting.
Acquisition. Restoration of the capacity to acquire new
memories is one of the most evident benefits of sleep. For
example, episodic memory retention is substantially impaired if
the training session follows sleep deprivation, despite no change
in reaction time at training, suggesting a decrease in encoding
ability due to sleep loss (Yoo et al., 2007). Similarly, the encoding
of novel images is impaired after a night of mild sleep disruption,
which decreases SWAwithout reducing total sleep time (Van Der
Werf et al., 2009). Conversely, a nap in which slow oscillations
were enhanced by transcranial stimulation, relative to sham
stimulation, enhanced the encoding of pictures, word pairs,
and word lists (Antonenko et al., 2013). Synaptic renormalization
provides a straightforward account of these beneficial effects of
sleep, since the desaturation of synaptic weights (Olcese et al.,
2010), the improvement in energy availability, and the reduction
in cellular stress all lead to an improved ability to learn.
Consolidation. Activity-dependent down-selection of synap-
ses can also explain various aspects of memory consolidation.
At first, it may seem implausible that synaptic weakening could
enhance memory, until one considers that synapses supporting
new memories may depress less than synapses supporting
memories that are weak or less integrated with previous
memories (Figure 1). For example, a sequence-learning para-
digm representative of nondeclarative tasks that benefit from
sleep was implemented in a large-scale model of the corticotha-
lamic system equipped with a STDP-like down-selection rule
(Olcese et al., 2010). When the model learned a sequence of
activations during wake, the learned sequencewas preferentially
reactivated during sleep, and reactivation declined over time, in
line with experimental results (Ji and Wilson, 2007; Kudrimoti
et al., 1999). The simulations showed that, by biasing the
STDP-like plasticity rule toward depression during sleep, weaker
synapses were depressed more than stronger ones, with the
result that S/N increased and learned sequences were better re-
called by the model, in agreement with experimental findings.
Similar results were obtained with a downscaling rule under a
threshold of minimal efficacy (Hill et al., 2008) and with a
down-selection rule that protected the synapses that were
most activated (Nere et al., 2013). In summary, different down-
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counting for the consolidation of procedural memories. It
remains to be determined whether specific down-selection
mechanisms may be engaged in different species, brain circuits,
and developmental periods, and whether different rules may
offer specific advantages.
Activity-dependent down-selection during sleep also ac-
counted for memory consolidation in a model of paired-asso-
ciate (‘‘declarative’’) learning (Nere et al., 2013). Moreover, the
simulations found that enhancing activation of a particular mem-
ory in the down-selection phase results in a selective enhance-
ment of that memory, in line with experimental results showing
the benefits of cuing during sleep (Antony et al., 2012; Bendor
and Wilson, 2012; Diekelmann et al., 2011; Rasch et al., 2007;
Rudoy et al., 2009). These simulations also examined the effects
of further synaptic potentiation in wake and of potentiation dur-
ing ‘‘reactivation’’ in the sleep mode, followed by downscaling
of connections (Lewis and Durrant, 2011). In both cases, S/N,
performance, and recall showed a decrease rather than the
increase observed with down-selection during sleep. This im-
plies that further potentiation in wake or sleep may result in
‘‘overtraining’’ and saturation of relevant neural circuits, since
both ‘‘signal’’ and ‘‘noise’’ synapses are potentiated. Similar
conclusions have been reached from perceptual learning exper-
iments in humans using the visual texture discrimination task,
one of the best-characterized examples of sleep-dependent
memory consolidation (Karni and Sagi, 1993; Karni et al.,
1994). In this task, perceptual learning is assumed to occur
through synaptic potentiation (Cooke and Bear, 2012) within
the neural circuits specific for the trained background orientation
(Karni and Sagi, 1991). However, performance in wake declines
with overtraining and eventually does not recover even after
sleep, consistent with saturation of both signal and noise synap-
ses and in line with the idea that the benefits provided by sleep
may be due to desaturation (Censor and Sagi, 2008, 2009).
Gist Extraction. Simulations of hierarchically organized net-
works indicate that down-selection can also account for gist
extraction—a prominent feature of memory that appears to be
facilitated by sleep (Inostroza and Born, 2013; Lewis and Dur-
rant, 2011; Rasch and Born, 2013; Stickgold and Walker,
2013). Gist extraction is related to the brain’s penchant for form-
ing more enduring memories of high-level invariants, such as
faces, places, or even maps, than of low-level details and in-
stances of a particular encounter with the environment. In the
simulations, a hierarchically organized network was trained in
the wake mode with stimuli that shared some invariant features
but differed in specific details (Nere et al., 2013). Learning during
wake led to the strengthening of many connections, most of all
those of neurons in higher cortical areas relating to the invariant
concepts. During sleep, connections in higher areas were pro-
tected by strong and frequent reactivations, while synaptic
depression predominantly weakened synapses associated
with details learned by lower cortical areas, in line with the
more frequent origin of sleep slow waves in anterior rather than
posterior cortices (Massimini et al., 2004; Murphy et al., 2009).
A bias for preferential top-down activation during sleep can be
predicted based on multiple factors: (1) the inherent reversal of
the flow of signals from bottom-up to top-down, due to the22 Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.lack of driving input from low areas associated with the sensory
disconnection of sleep; (2) the large number and long time
constant of feedback connections (due to a higher percentage
of NMDARs (Self et al., 2012); (3) the high likelihood that acti-
vation of higher areas can produce meaningful activation
patterns that percolate top-down through diverging back con-
nections, in line with the evidence suggesting that cognitive
activity during sleep is more akin to imagination than to percep-
tion (Nir and Tononi, 2010); and (4) the low likelihood that random
activations of neurons in lower areas may selectively activate
neurons in higher areas through their specialized convergent
connectivity. Therefore top-down spontaneous activation during
sleep would have a competitive advantage over bottom-up,
random activation of lower areas, which would resemble mean-
ingless ‘‘TV noise’’ and thus would fail to percolate bottom up
through feedforward connections. Conceptually, the process
of preserving the gist and removing the chaff resembles the in-
crease in S/N through which sleep appears to benefit nonde-
clarative memories. The benefits of sleep for gaining insight of
a hidden rule, enhancing the extraction of second-order infer-
ences, and helping abstraction in language-learning children—
all tasks that are conceptually related to gist extraction (Stick-
gold and Walker, 2013)—may also be achieved through similar
mechanisms.
Integration. Another prominent feature of memory is that new
material is better remembered if it fits with previously learned
schemas (Bartlett, 1932), that is, if the new memories are inte-
grated or incorporated with an organized body of old memories
(McClelland et al., 1995). Once again, sleep seems to facilitate
this process (Inostroza and Born, 2013; Lewis and Durrant,
2011; Rasch and Born, 2013; Stickgold and Walker, 2013).
Computer simulations confirm that memory integration can be
obtained through down-selection (Nere et al., 2013), whereby
new and old memories that fit well together are coactivated
strongly and repeatedly during sleep and thus are comparatively
protected, while new memories that fit less well with previous
knowledge are less activated and are competitively down-
selected.
Protection from Interference. Sleep can also benefit declara-
tive memories by sheltering them from interference (Alger
et al., 2012; Ellenbogen et al., 2006; Korman et al., 2007; Sheth
et al., 2012). A simple mechanism by which NREM sleep, like
quiet wake, alcohol, and several drugs, can reduce interference
is by blocking LTP-like potentiation and thus new learning
(Mednick et al., 2011; Wixted, 2004). Another mechanism may
involve the molecular or structural ‘‘stabilization’’ of synapses
tagged during wake, although direct evidence that sleep may
do so is missing. In this context, an interesting possibility is
that learning in wake would promote the early/induction phase
of synaptic potentiation, while sleep would promote the late/
maintenance phase. GluA2-containing AMPARs are strongly
involved in constitutive receptor cycling and synaptic depres-
sion, while GluA1-containing AMPARs are linked to synaptic
potentiation (Kessels and Malinow, 2009). According to current
models, the maintenance of synaptic potentiation requires that
a constant amount of GluA2-containing AMPARs is preserved
at the synaptic membrane, perhaps through the formation of
CamKII-NMDA complexes acting as seeds to keep them
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2013). Because these complexes are large and are made of
many, partly redundant proteins with different lifespan, the turn-
over of each protein is unlikely to imperil the existence of the
complex and thus of the memory (Sanhueza and Lisman,
2013). Thus, if sleep were to actively maintain previously induced
synaptic potentiation rather than inducing it de novo, it would
likely do so by preventing the removal of synaptic GluA2-
containing AMPARs, rather than by promoting the new insertion
of GluA1-containing AMPARs. The available evidence, however,
suggests that synaptic expression of GluA2-containing AMPARs
goes in the same direction as that of GluA1-containing AMPARs,
i.e., it is higher in wake than in sleep, although the changes do not
reach significance (Vyazovskiy et al., 2008).
Forgetting. Forgetting has been recognized as an important
mechanism for dealing efficiently with the inevitable accumula-
tion of unimportant details (Wixted, 2004). According to a recent
view, forgetting relies heavily on active decay and could involve
the internalization of GluA2-containing AMPARs during sleep
(Hardt et al., 2013). Indeed, computer simulations show that
active forgetting, if performed offline so as to weaken pre-
ferentially memory traces that represent details and are less
integrated with the overall structure of knowledge, is likely to
constitute a major benefit of sleep on memory (Hashmi et al.,
2013), offering a potential solution to the plasticity-stability
dilemma of learning new associations without wiping out previ-
ously learned ones (Abraham and Robins, 2005; Grossberg,
1987). The plasticity-stability dilemma is evident in artificial neu-
ral networks, where increasing connection strengths to store
new associations can lead to ‘‘catastrophic interference’’
(French, 1999). The brain, despite its large memory capacity, is
probably not immune to such problems, and the potential for
sleep to help with this issue has been recognized before (Crick
andMitchison, 1995; Robins andMcCallum, 1999). Down-selec-
tion during sleep provides an efficient and smart means for en-
forcing an overall renormalization of synaptic strength, thereby
avoiding runaway potentiation and catastrophic interference
(Hashmi et al., 2013).
Matching. Another benefit of down-selection becomes
apparent when considering the systematic alternation between
net synaptic potentiation during wake and depression during
sleep (Hashmi et al., 2013). Most neurons in the brain only
communicate with other neurons and not directly with sensory
inputs and motor outputs. However, high levels of neuromodula-
tors during wake alert neurons that they are connected in a
‘‘grand loop’’ with the environment and learning should be
enabled. Conversely in sleep, low levels of neuromodulators
signal disconnection from the environment, leaving only internal
loops operative, and enforce a bias toward smart, selective
forgetting (Figure 2). Over time, the systematic alternation
between ‘‘connected’’ potentiation and ‘‘disconnected’’ depres-
sion should favor the acquisition of activity patterns related to
statistical regularities in the environment that are presumably
adaptive, at the expense of activity patterns that are unrelated
to the environment and are potentially maladaptive. In this
way, sleep can increase the ‘‘matching’’ between the causal
structure of the brain and that of the environment to which it is
adapted. In principle, matching can be assessed by measuringhow much the brain states triggered when interacting with the
environment differ from those triggered when it is exposed to
uncorrelated noise. In a simple model in which changes in
matching could be measured rigorously (Hashmi et al., 2013),
the learning rules for potentiation in wake and down-selection
in sleep led to a progressive increase in matching over repeated
sleep-wake cycles. By contrast, matching decreased if down-
selection occurred in wake or if synaptic potentiation occurred
during sleep, due to the frequent strengthening of spurious
coincidences not sampled from the environment. This result
highlights a potential problem with the idea that sleep may
help memory through ‘‘pseudorehearsal’’—the systematic ‘‘re-
learning’’ of both new and old memories by random reactivation
and synaptic potentiation (Robins and McCallum, 1999). By
contrast, activity-dependent down-selection can lead to the
transfer, transformation, and integration of memories, and to
the stimulation of unused circuits, without the pitfalls of spurious
potentations.
An Alternative View of Sleep-Dependent Memory
Consolidation: Replay-Transfer-Potentiation and Active
System Consolidation
An alternative model suggests that sleep benefits memory
consolidation by selectively strengthening certain synaptic
traces. The original replay-transfer-potentiation model (Born
et al., 2006) was inspired by three main sets of observations.
First, in line with the standard system consolidation framework
(McClelland et al., 1995; Squire et al., 2004), the hippocam-
pus—a fast learner—stores memories for a short time before
they are transferred to the cerebral cortex—a slow learner—for
long-term storage. Second, firing patterns established during
learning in wake are replayed in sleep, especially as accelerated
sequences during sharp-wave ripples in NREM sleep, and im-
pressed upon neocortical circuits. This evidence is often tied
together with work suggesting that the dialogue between hippo-
campus and cortex may reverse in direction between wake and
sleep (Buzsa´ki, 1998; Chrobak and Buzsa´ki, 1994), that the
neuromodulatory milieu of sleep may favor outflow from hippo-
campus in some stages of sleep (Hasselmo, 1999), and that
intense activity in the hippocampus during sleep may impinge
upon cortex and modify the firing of cortical neurons (Logothetis
et al., 2012; Siapas and Wilson, 1998). Third, there is strong
evidence that sleep benefits declarative memory consolidation
(Born et al., 2006; Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Stickgold and
Walker, 2013; Wilhelm et al., 2012). Based on these premises,
it is natural to consider the possibility that hippocampal replay
during sleep may ‘‘transfer’’ memory representations from a
short-term store in the hippocampus to long-term stores in the
cortex. Similarly, it is plausible to infer that the activation of
hippocampal circuits during sharp-wave ripples, followed by
spindles and slow waves in the cortex, may be responsible for
memory enhancements after sleep and ‘‘system consolidation’’
(Born et al., 2006). Finally, one can hypothesize that replay during
sleep leads to an enhancement of memories through synaptic
potentiation in the relevant neural circuits, in a process of ‘‘syn-
aptic consolidation.’’
While the replay-transfer-potentiation model is straightfor-
ward and elegant, some of its assumptions are problematic.
Thus, the original idea that memories are transferred fromNeuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 23
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the cortex has lost support, in favor of the notion that an episodic
memory trace is always a hippocampal-neocortical ensemble,
where the role of the hippocampal formation is to index and
bind together sparse cortical representations (Winocur and
Moscovitch, 2011). Over time, memories are likely to be reacti-
vated in multiple contexts, forming multiple related traces that
slowly become integrated into a large body of semantic knowl-
edge and lose their episodic character (Winocur and Mosco-
vitch, 2011). There are also indications that neocortical circuits
may not be ‘‘slow learners’’ after all, but may rapidly achieve
system-level consolidation as long as a new memory can be
easily assimilated into a body of related knowledge (Tse et al.,
2011). It should also be noted that in the down-selection model,
the very uniqueness of the hippocampal, episodic component of
memories would make them unsuitable to gist extraction and
more liable to interference from the superposition of new mem-
ories, leading to an advantage of the new at the expense of the
old in hippocampal circuits. Conversely, the cortical, semantic
component of such memories would benefit from superposition
and gist extraction, as is the case with nondeclarative memories,
leading to an advantage for the signal at the expense of the noise
in cortical circuits.
Moreover, most of the evidence indicates that, during NREM
sleep, synchronous volleys associated with slow waves per-
colate from cortex to hippocampus, rather than the other way
around. Recent studies in animals and humans show that
cortical slow waves typically begin in cortex and only later reach
medial temporal lobe structures and the hippocampus (Isomura
et al., 2006; Mo¨lle et al., 2006; Nir et al., 2011). Thus, the interac-
tions between cortex and hippocampus during sleep are most
likely bidirectional (Buhry et al., 2011; Diekelmann and Born,
2010; Ji and Wilson, 2007; Tononi et al., 2006), with up states
in the cortex activating the hippocampus in a feedforward
manner, prompting the hippocampus itself to feedback on the
cortex with sharp-wave ripple complexes.
More recent accounts of how sleep can benefit memory can
be grouped under the general heading of ‘‘active system consol-
idation’’ models, which have modified and elaborated the stan-
dard replay-transfer-potentiation model in several important
ways (Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Inostroza and Born, 2013;
Lewis and Durrant, 2011; Rasch and Born, 2013; Stickgold and
Walker, 2013). First, such models propose that sleep leads to a
system-level transformation of memory representations and
not just to a straightforward transfer from hippocampus to cor-
tex. Moreover, some aspects of the renormalization model,
including the claim that overall synaptic strength decreases
during sleep, have been incorporated in the process of active
system consolidation. For example, it has been proposed that
synapses subject to replay during sleep may first be selectively
potentiated and then globally downscaled (Lewis and Durrant,
2011) or may first be ‘‘tagged’’ for potentiation during NREM
sleep replays in the context of an overall downscaling and then
potentiated during subsequent REM sleep (Rasch and Born,
2013). Active system consolidation models can account for
many experimental data and have inspired numerous experi-
ments (Mascetti et al., 2013a; Rasch and Born, 2013). However,
even in their latest incarnations, such models still differ from the24 Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.down-selection model on a fundamental issue: whether memory
consolidation and integration during sleep are achieved primarily
by ‘‘instruction’’ or by ‘‘selection.’’
Instruction or Selection?
In both the active system consolidation model and the down-
selection model, spontaneous activity during sleep, especially
slow oscillations, spindle oscillations, and sharp-wave ripples,
trigger plastic processes that ultimately account for the memory
benefits of sleep. There is now evidence that promoting such
oscillations can enhance memory consolidation and disrupting
them can impair it (reviewed in Rasch and Born, 2013). What
remains controversial is the direction of synaptic changes
(potentiation or depression) during sleep and their synaptic and
systems-level consequences. In the active system consolidation
model, ‘‘replays’’ of recent waking activity patterns in NREM
sleep ‘‘instruct’’ learning, determining which connections should
be strengthened selectively or ‘‘tagged’’ for subsequent
strengthening in REM sleep (Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Rasch
and Born, 2013). Such strengthening would explain why sleep
not only enhances declarative memories but also changes their
quality, enabling the integration of newly learned material into
pre-existent schema, the emergence of insight, and even the
formation of false memories. By contrast, in the down-selection
model, spontaneous activity during sleep samples comprehen-
sively the brain’s knowledge basis in a neuromodulatory milieu
that promotes depression. In doing so, spontaneous activity ‘‘se-
lects’’ among pre-existingmemory traces those that are stronger
and fit better with the overall organization of memory, protecting
them preferentially and leading to the ‘‘survival of the fittest,’’
without requiring new learning. Of note, according to the
down-selection model, spontaneous ensemble activation of
corticohippocampal circuits during sleep does not need to be
randombutmay be highly structured, as long as it is comprehen-
sive. For example, slow waves are more global early in the night,
then becomemore local (Nir et al., 2011), suggesting that consol-
idation and integration of memory traces may first be achieved
on a larger-scale and then, progressively, in more restricted
circuits. Moreover, slow waves not only have varying sources
of origin and propagation (Massimini et al., 2004; Murphy et al.,
2009; Nir et al., 2011) but typically only involve a subset of brain
areas (Nir et al., 2011). It could be that certain slowwavesmay be
triggered preferentially by synapses that were recently strength-
ened during wake, thus priming certain circuits for preferential
consolidation. Similarly, instructions to remember certain mate-
rial, administered after learning but before sleep, may prime
certain pathways for more frequent sleep-dependent consolida-
tion. Which of these two frameworks—instruction and selec-
tion—fits better with the available data?
Replay to Reinforce or Play to Select? Active system consoli-
dation models were initially galvanized by the demonstration of
so-called ‘‘replays’’ or reactivations: patterns of neuronal firing
during sleep that bear some resemblance to patterns of activity
during preceding wake. Replays are especially evident during
hippocampal sharp-wave ripples, but they can be demonstrated
also during ‘‘ON’’ periods in cortex, corresponding to the up
state of the slow oscillation. However, we now know that reacti-
vations occur outside of sleep, i.e., in quiet wakefulness (David-
son et al., 2009; Diba and Buzsa´ki, 2007; Foster and Wilson,
Neuron
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initial learning (Singer et al., 2013), and during many states of
cortical activation (Bermudez Contreras et al., 2013). This makes
it difficult to understand why, if replays are important for
rehearsing memories, animals should risk being asleep if they
can do so when awake and monitoring the environment.
An equally serious issue is that replays during sleep are
comparatively infrequent, are not very faithful to the original,
are usually played several times faster, and decline rapidly
during the first hour of sleep (Ji and Wilson, 2007; Kudrimoti
et al., 1999; Na´dasdy et al., 1999). Rare, noisy reactivations
would not seem ideal for enhancing memories. Moreover, if
replays strengthen the associated memory traces, why should
replays themselves fade rapidly? Above all, what should one
make of the overwhelming proportion of spontaneous activity
that does not constitute replays? Even during quiet wake, firing
sequences of CA1 hippocampal cells do not only replay previous
events but may instead anticipate (‘‘preplay’’) those that will be
triggered by future interactions with the environment, suggesting
that spontaneous firing patterns can be recruited to make plans
and encode newmemories (Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011; Pfeiffer
and Foster, 2013). In fact, since the brain is spontaneously
active, it can be expected by default to ‘‘replay,’’ ‘‘preplay,’’
and just plain ‘‘play’’ many different combinations from its vast
repertoire of memories (as suggested by dreams), whether old
or recently modified, in wake or in sleep (Gupta et al., 2010).
What is not easy to explain in an instructive model, then, is
how the sleeping brain, disconnected from the environment,
could distinguish the ‘‘right replays’’ from the ‘‘wrong’’ ones
and make sure that only the former are potentiated, thus avoid-
ing the formation of spurious memories. Of note, while enhanced
hippocampal replay could explain why sensory cuing during
sleep enhances memory, the beneficial effects of sensory cuing
during sleep, as well as of precuing through instructions to
remember before sleep, can be explained just as well by
increased down-selection triggered by increased activations
(Nere et al., 2013).
Does Synaptic Potentiation Occur during Sleep? As we have
seen, structural, molecular, and electrophysiological studies
consistently indicate that sleep is accompanied by a net depres-
sion of synaptic strength, although this evidence so far does not
rule out the selective potentiation of a subset of synapses. The
case for synaptic potentiation in sleep rests on several grounds.
One is based on the assumption that phasic events such as
hippocampal sharp-wave ripples and correlated cortical spin-
dles (Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Sirota et al., 2003) may provide
conditions conducive to long-term potentiation (e.g., Buzsa´ki,
1989; Louie and Wilson, 2001; Pennartz et al., 2004), because
they may result in a large influx of calcium inside dendrites
(Sejnowski and Destexhe, 2000; Steriade and Timofeev, 2003).
However, it was recently shown that antidromic spikes produced
during sharp-wave ripples produce an overall downscaling of
synaptic strength through L-type calcium channel activation
(Bukalo et al., 2013). In vitro and in vivo studies show that elec-
trical stimulation near 10 Hz, which spans the spindle range
(7–14 Hz), can result in either synaptic potentiation or depres-
sion, depending on the intensity of the stimulation and the
pattern of cortical activity (Rosanova and Ulrich, 2005; Werkand Chapman, 2003; Werk et al., 2006). Moreover, high-fre-
quency stimulation in hippocampus consistently induces synap-
tic potentiation during wake and REM sleep but rarely during
NREM sleep (Bramham and Srebro, 1989; Leonard et al.,
1987). Finally, the most ubiquitous and frequent pattern of activ-
ity during NREM sleep is burst-pause activity at around 0.8 Hz,
corresponding to the up and down states of the slow oscillation,
which leads to synaptic depression (Lante´ et al., 2011; see also
Czarnecki et al., 2007).
Another reason is provided by imaging studies indicating that
the relative activation of several brain areas increases during
postsleep retest but not at encoding (Mascetti et al., 2013a).
These results are interpreted as evidence for the selective poten-
tiation of connections during sleep. Yet, relative changes in fMRI
responses after sleep could also result from a down-selection
process, whereby certain memory traces are protected more
than others fromdepression, changing the ‘‘synaptic landscape’’
of the brain.
Then there are some molecular studies in rats indicating that
induction of electrical LTP or novel experiences increase cortical
expression of the immediate-early genes zif-268 and Arc during
REM sleep, though not during NREM sleep (Ribeiro et al., 2002,
2007). Reactivation during NREM sleep may set the stage for the
induction of synaptic potentiation during a subsequent REM
sleep episode (Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Rasch and Born,
2013). However, the link between zif-268 and synaptic potentia-
tion remains indirect (Davis et al., 2003; Knapska and Kacz-
marek, 2004). Moreover, recent studies show that after early
induction in response to neuronal activation, Arc enters weakly
stimulated synapses and promotes their depression via endocy-
tosis of AMPARs (Okuno et al., 2012) and/or enters the nucleus
to mediate cell-wide synaptic downscaling by repressing the
transcription of the same receptors (Korb et al., 2013). Other
experiments found that active avoidance learning increases the
density of ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) waves during post-
learning REM sleep, and this increase is correlated with the sub-
sequent consolidation of the task (Datta, 2000). The expression
of Arc, P-CREB, BDNF, and zif-268 also increases in several
brain areas 1–6 hr after avoidance learning (Ulloor and Datta,
2005), but whether the induction of these activity-dependent
genes occurs specifically during REM sleep after training, and
whether it is causally linked to the consolidation of the avoidance
task, remains unclear. Altogether, how REM sleep may
contribute to memory consolidation remains an open issue
(see below).
A final reason comes from developmental studies using
monocular deprivation, which triggers first a decrease in the
response of the deprived eye due to synaptic depression, fol-
lowed by an increase in the response of the open eye due to
homosynaptic and/or heterosynaptic potentiation (Smith et al.,
2009). In kittens, an increase in the open eye response occurs
during the 6 hr of sleep following eye closing (Frank et al.,
2001). This result and the identification of a narrow window of
1–2 hr, during which the phosphorylation of CamKII and other
molecular markers of synaptic potentiation increases during
sleep (Aton et al., 2009), poses a challenge to the down-selection
model (Frank, 2012). However, while acute monocular depriva-
tion is a powerful paradigm for investigating the occurrenceNeuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 25
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such conditions, wake is accompanied not by the usual net
potentiation but by massive synaptic depression, and it is fol-
lowed by a 40% decrease in slow waves during subsequent
sleep (Miyamoto et al., 2003). What these experiments show,
then, is that under special conditions, synaptic potentiation
can be induced during sleep, consistent with previous evidence
that LTP induction during NREM sleep is difficult but not impos-
sible (Bramham and Srebro, 1989; Leonard et al., 1987). How-
ever, these findings say less about the role played by sleep under
physiological conditions.
Are New Associations Formed during Sleep? If replays and,
more generally, neural activity during sleep were able to poten-
tiate synapses and transform memories, they should also be
able, under the right conditions, to promote the learning of new
associations. However, a consistent feature of declarative mem-
ory consolidation is that, after acquisition, declarative memories
do not improve in absolute terms but always deteriorate. Thus,
the positive effect of sleep on retention is that it slows down
forgetting of certain memories. This observation is clearly more
in line with relative down-selection rather than with absolute
potentiation. Procedural memories do get better in absolute
terms, due either to a net increase in speed of performance, as
in visual discrimination learning, or in accuracy, as in visuomotor
learning, both of which depend on slow-wave sleep (Aeschbach
et al., 2008; Landsness et al., 2009). Yet even in these cases,
computer simulations show that an absolute increase in S/N
can be obtained through down-selection (Hill et al., 2008; Nere
et al., 2013; Olcese et al., 2010).
Three other cases suggesting that sleep may positively
strengthen memory traces and create new associations are
insight, false memories, and sleep learning. The emergence of
insight after sleep was shown using a modified version of the
number reduction task, which subjects can solve slowly, by
applying the instructions they are given at the onset of training,
or quickly, if they realize that there is a hidden rule to reach the
final solution. Subjects who slept were twice more likely to gain
insight of the hidden rule than those who stayed awake (Wagner
et al., 2004), suggesting that sleep may have created new asso-
ciations that may have led to insight. However, fMRI data indi-
cate that insight solutions activate a specific brain region, the
anterior superior temporal gyrus, more than noninsight solutions
and that the same area is already activated during the initial solv-
ing efforts (Jung-Beeman et al., 2004). Thus, it may be that sleep,
rather than creating an insight solution from scratch, simply lets it
emerge more clearly after removing the ‘‘noise’’ around it, as
suggested by the simulations of gist extraction discussed earlier
in this Perspective.
False recall is classically tested using the Deese-Roediger-
McDermott paradigm, in which memorizing a list of related
words (e.g., bed, rest, tired, dream, snooze, nap), elicits high
recall of a ‘‘lure,’’ a word that is semantically associated to the
list of studied words but is never presented at training (e.g.,
sleep). False memories have been shown to increase after sleep
relative to wake in some studies (Darsaud et al., 2011; Payne
et al., 2009), but not in others (Diekelmann et al., 2008; Fenn
et al., 2009). Even when sleep increased false recall, however,
the false memories were already present at the end of training.26 Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.Once again, it seems that sleep did not create new false mem-
ories from scratch but at most slowed down their forgetting
(Fenn et al., 2009; Payne et al., 2009).
As for sleep learning, well-controlled studies have failed to
show the transfer of any learning for declarative material from
sleep to the following wake (Roth et al., 1988; Wyatt et al.,
1994). If the EEG is monitored carefully, there is virtually no recall
of verbal material presented during sleep (Simon and Emmons,
1956) unless subjects are awakened (Koukkou and Lehmann,
1968; Portnoff et al., 1966). On the other hand, some forms of
nondeclarative memory may be acquired during sleep. For
example, subjects could learn a simple conditioned response
(an EEG K complex triggered by a tone associated with a shock)
and the learned response could be transferred to waking (Beh
and Barratt, 1965). Also, in a recent study in which the sleep
EEGwas carefully monitored (Arzi et al., 2012), subjects did learn
to inhale larger volumes when conditioned with tones paired with
pleasant odors. However, simple conditioning is quite different
from declarative learning (Stickgold, 2012) or even skill learning.
Moreover, we know now that during EEG-defined sleep, individ-
ual brain regions can be in a wake-like state (Nir et al., 2011).
Thus, it is possible that the conditioning procedures may have
induced a local wake-like activation that could not be detected
with traditional EEG.
In summary, while a definitive assessment is still premature,
there is no clear evidence that, under normal conditions, sleep
can lead to new learning or promote synaptic potentiation, nor
that the sleeping brain can distinguish between ‘‘replays’’ that
should be potentiated and ‘‘plays’’ that should not.
Some Open Issues
In the future, systematic optogenetic stimulation of multiple
inputs to a given neuron, simultaneously with calcium imaging
in vivo, may establish more directly what happens to individual
synapses during wake and sleep and adjudicate between the
active system consolidation and down-selection models. More-
over, other important features of sleepwill have to be addressed,
including the role of REM sleep, the effects of sleep deprivation,
and the function of sleep during development, as will be briefly
discussed below.
REM Sleep. While some of the evidence that wake leads to
an increase in synaptic strength and sleep to its homeostatic
renormalization points to a specific role for NREM sleep, many
of the findings suggestive of renormalization were obtained in
relation to total sleep, not just NREM sleep. Moreover, synaptic
homeostasis occurs in invertebrates such as flies, where there is
so far no indication for a distinction between different sleep
stages. It is thus natural to ask how REM sleep may or may not
fit with the hypothesized core function of sleep, and whether
the regular alternation of NREM/REM periods in most mammals
and birds may serve a particular function (Giuditta et al., 1995).
These are classic questions that have implications for both the
ontogeny and the phylogeny of REM sleep (Jouvet, 1998).
It has been argued that REM sleep may not serve an essential
function, at least with respect to memory, since it can be largely
suppressed for months by antidepressant treatment, or even
permanently by brainstem lesions, without obvious ill effects
(Siegel, 2001). On the other hand, REM sleep can have memory
benefits (Graves et al., 2001; Karni et al., 1994), and the PGO
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but extend to the forebrain, could be one of the underlyingmech-
anisms (Datta, 2000). In rodents, REM sleep is also characterized
by the occurrence of regular theta oscillations in the
hippocampus. Theta oscillations also occur during active explo-
ration in wake, travel across the hippocampal formation (Lube-
nov and Siapas, 2009), and can modulate plasticity in complex
ways (Ho¨lscher et al., 1997; Poe et al., 2010). An intriguing
possibility is that REM sleep may promote the insertion of
AMPARs in the synaptic sites that are still effective after renorm-
alization during NREM sleep, thus favoring their consolidation
(Tononi and Cirelli, 2003). Similarly, it may potentiate synapses
that were ‘‘tagged’’ by replays during NREM sleep (Rasch and
Born, 2013). It may also stimulate unused synapses, another
possible function that has been repeatedly attributed to sleep
in general (Kavanau, 1997; Krueger and Oba´l, 1993, 2003), or
prompt the formation of new synaptic contacts to refresh the
repertoire of circuits available for the acquisition and selection
of new memories.
An alternative possibility is suggested by the observation that
intense spontaneous activity can lead to the cleansing of uncor-
related synapses and to the relative consolidation of correlated
ones (Cohen-Cory, 2002; Zhou et al., 2003). In this view, REM
sleep could lead, with different means and perhaps for different
brain structures, to results similar to the ones postulated here for
NREMsleep in the cerebral cortex ofmammals and birds (Tononi
and Cirelli, 2003). In a recent study (Grosmark et al., 2012), firing
rates of hippocampal CA1 neurons decreased across sleep, as
they do in cortex (Vyazovskiy et al., 2009) but did so in REM sleep
as a function of REM theta power and not, as they do in cortex, in
NREM sleep as a function of SWA (Vyazovskiy et al., 2009). If
these progressive changes in firing rate are indicative of changes
of neuronal excitability and net synaptic strength, they would
suggest that synaptic renormalization is brought about by SWA
during NREM in the cortex and by theta activity during REM
sleep in the hippocampus. In this regard, it is notable that hippo-
campal cells lack the slow oscillation. Unlike cortical cells, hip-
pocampal granule cells and CA3 and CA1 pyramidal cells do
not show OFF states and are not bistable (Isomura et al.,
2006). Considering the likely role of the slow oscillation in pro-
moting synaptic depression during sleep, it may be that synaptic
renormalization in the hippocampus uses different mechanisms,
tied to theta/gamma activities, which are its dominant oscillatory
modes. Indeed, there are several indications that the phase of
theta activity can influence the direction of plasticity (Ho¨lscher
et al., 1997; Poe et al., 2010), and the dynamics of theta-gamma
coordination are different in REM sleep and wake (Montgomery
et al., 2008). Finally, as in the cortex, the levels of neuromodula-
tors such as noradrenaline, serotonin, and histamine are high in
wake and low in REM sleep, potentially affecting the direction of
plastic changes. In summary, while REM sleep could contribute
tomemory inmany intriguingways, we still do not know for sure if
it is even necessary, and if so how it would perform its functions.
Sleep Deprivation and Local Sleep in Wake. Acutely extending
wake or chronically curtailing sleep impairs many cognitive func-
tions. The underlying cellular mechanisms remain unclear, but
the recent identification of ‘‘local sleep’’ during wake offers
some clues (Vyazovskiy et al., 2011). Multiarray recordings inrats show that the longer an animal stays awake, the more its
cortical neurons show brief periods of silence that are essentially
indistinguishable from the OFF periods associated with the slow
oscillations of sleep. These OFF periods are local in that they
occur at different times in different brain regions and are asso-
ciated with a local EEG slow/theta wave (2–6 Hz). Since local
OFF periods in wake are remarkably similar to sleep OFF
periods, they may also result from increased neuronal bistability
caused by an increased drive toward hyperpolarization. In turn,
hyperpolarization could be a local consequence of synaptic
overload caused by intense wake plasticity leading to an imbal-
ance between energy supply and demand, possibly signaled by
a local increase in extracellular adenosine (Brambilla et al., 2005).
At present, it is unknown whether local OFF periods in wake can
carry out some of the restorative functions of sleep, including
synaptic homeostasis. However, the occurrence of local OFF
periods raises interesting new questions. For example, if local
sleep in wake occurred in hypothalamic and brainstem neurons
that exert a central control on arousal, it could help explain the
increased sleepiness and global deficits in arousal and attention
after sleep deprivation, especially for simple, boring tasks (Kill-
gore, 2010; Lim and Dinges, 2010). Intriguingly, overall perfor-
mance in sleep-deprived subjects is highly unstable, oscillating
back and forth from normal levels to catastrophic mistakes
(Doran et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2011), just as would be expected
given the stochastic, all-or-none occurrence of local sleep. In
addition, the occurrence of local sleep at times in subcortical,
arousal-promoting systems, and at other times in specific
cortical areas, could explain the occasional dissociation be-
tween overall vigilance and specific cognitive functions under
conditions of sleep deprivation (Blatter et al., 2005; Sagaspe
et al., 2007; Sandberg et al., 2011).
Development. If sleep serves synaptic homeostasis, then it
should do so even more prominently during development (Roff-
warg et al., 1966). Childhood and adolescence are times of
concentrated learning, which in itself would make sleep parti-
cularly important. Moreover, development is characterized by
intense synaptic remodeling, with massive synaptogenesis
accompanied by massive synaptic pruning. The increase in the
number of synapses during early development is explosive and
is likely to pose a risk of synaptic overload and associated
cellular burdens for both neurons and glia. Thus, sleep may be
essential for maintaining homeostasis not just in the strength
but also in the number and distribution of synapses. For the usual
reasons, such rebalancing is best achieved offline, when neu-
rons can sample most of their inputs in a comprehensive
manner. It is worth remarking that, during the initial, experi-
ence-independent phases of synaptic formation and refinement
(Sanes and Yamagata, 2009), spontaneous activity during sleep
might serve to restore synaptic homeostasis also in the positive
direction, to avoid the risk that a neuron may end up connected
just to a few sources.
As was mentioned above, in adolescent mice, wake is asso-
ciated with a net increase in the number of synapses and sleep
with a net decrease, although the total number of synapses
does not change appreciably over 24 hr (Maret et al., 2011;
Yang andGan, 2012). Evenwithout changes in number, the addi-
tion and survival of some synapses, and the elimination of others,Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 27
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rangement that increases the specificity of connections. For
example, shared inputs may be redistributed to segregated
neurons or to distinct dendritic domains within a neuron (Ko
et al., 2013; Sanes and Yamagata, 2009; Winnubst and
Lohmann, 2012). Cycles of synaptogenesis or synaptic strength-
ening in wake, followed by down-selection in sleep, may play a
role in this process and enforce competition for ‘‘survival of the
fittest.’’
By the same token, if down-selection were impaired during
developmental critical periods when a progressive weakening
of short-range connections occurs in association with the
strengthening of long-range connections (Uddin et al., 2010),
there could be irreversible consequences on the wiring and
function of neural circuits. For example, if circuits involving
nearby neurons were activated more frequently than those
involving neurons in a distant cortical area, the former would
be consolidated, while the latter would be lost permanently. In-
creases in short-distance connections at the expense of long-
distance ones have been reported in autism (Zikopoulos and
Barbas, 2010), a developmental disorder with prominent sleep
abnormalities (Reynolds and Malow, 2011), though the cause-
effect relationships are not known. In the future, by mapping
the axonal projections of specific cell types, it should be possible
to determine whether sleep deprivation or restriction in critical
periods during development may alter the refinement of cortical
and other connections. If this were the case, sleep loss early in
life would lead not only to impaired performance but also to a
permanent miswiring of brain circuits.
Conclusions and Caveats
So far, direct experimental evidence from structural, molecular,
and electrophysiological studies in a variety of species is broadly
consistent with the core idea behind SHY—that normal sleep
allows the brain to reestablish synaptic and cellular homeostasis
challenged by plastic changes occurring during normal wake.
The wealth of data about how sleep benefits learning and mem-
ory are also compatible with SHY, though other interpretations
are certainly possible. Finally, SHY offers a parsimonious ratio-
nale for why the brain needs sleep: to renormalize synaptic
strength based on a comprehensive sampling of its overall
knowledge of the environment, rather than being biased by the
particular inputs of a particular waking day. It is important to
emphasize that SHY is a hypothesis about sleep and plasticity
under natural conditions, not about which plastic changes may
be induced under nonphysiological conditions. Moreover, SHY
does not endorse a specific mechanism for potentiation during
wake and depression during sleep.
While we have discussed the strengths of SHY, there are
many ways in which SHY may turn out to be wholly or at least
partly wrong. A major way is if synaptic homeostasis can be
accomplished sufficiently well in wake. For example, it could
be that at a given time only a small subset of brain circuits are
engaged by behavior, and all other circuits are effectively offline
even in wake. Conceivably, such offline circuits could renormal-
ize synaptic strength even while the organism is behaving. What
is less easily conceivable is how the brain could determine and
control which circuits are being engaged by behavior, and thus28 Neuron 81, January 8, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.expected to potentiate, and which would be offline, and thus
expected to depress. Taken as awhole, SHY provides a possible
and testable explanation for why sleep, a pervasive behavioral
state of environmental disconnection and opportunity cost,
may be universally needed to address the plasticity-selectivity
and plasticity-stability dilemmas faced by the brain.
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